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SCBC wishes to thank Sydney City 
Council for their continued support for 
our club by providing the hall at a 
reduced rate.

March Meeting March Meeting 
• Club workshop – bring in your trees to work on. 

• Member styling hotspot 

• Finalisa on of Easter Show – Chris

Remember the lantana
yamadori Lee was given
21 December 2017…Well
what a transformation

by 7 February 2018!

In this Issue:In this Issue:
• Bonsai Stock Development– Rapid Development of Tube Stock  - 

page 2 & 3

• Wire to Develop Gnarled Trunks– page 3

• Saotome Development by Lee– page 4

• High Density Foam for Rock Se ng– page 5

• Carving Large Trees – page 6

• Bonsai Events Calendar – page 6

2018 Easter Show Reminder2018 Easter Show Reminder
 The SCBC RAS Easter Show stand is for 6 Days 29th March to 3rd April. 
Chris s ll needs members to nominate trees for the stand. Please bring 
them to the March Mee ng. 

Chris must have the trees by Wednesday 28th March. You can drop off the 
trees at Chris’ place at Croydon. If you are having difficulty ge ng your 
trees to Chris’ place then you must give Chris advance no ce so he can 
pick them up.

Changed Parking Due To Joynton Av UpgradeChanged Parking Due To Joynton Av Upgrade
The Joyton Av upgrade has commenced. Access to the Community Hall 
via Joynton may not be available so you need to enter from the back at 
Portman Street. Please view the map a ached with this month’s email.     
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BONSAI STOCK DEVELOPMENTBONSAI STOCK DEVELOPMENT
1. Tube Method for Rapid 1. Tube Method for Rapid 
Development of Fig StockDevelopment of Fig Stock
On our recent club visit to Bonsai World, Ashley Brown 
gave us a talk on developing bonsai stock using tubes. 
This technique not only develops trees faster but gives 
plants like figs a chance to have a spread of strong aerial
roots capable of “eleva ng” the tree.

Fig with multiple root extensions developed by 
the tube method

The first step is to pre-cut a standard plas c pipe. You 
need to choose the size of the tube bore and its height 
and then use a saw to cut the whole pipe sideways so 
that you can split it open when the roots have 
developed. Once cut sideways you then reform the tube
using duct tape. Ashley explained that if you don’t split 
the tube it becomes extremely difficult to get the roots 
out of the tube unscathed.

Tube cut lengthways and reformed with duct tape

You also need to obtain Botany Sand (builder’s sand) 
and it MUST be washed thoroughly. By using fine sand 
rather than normal course sand, the roots will extend 
more quickly in order to reach the po ng mix below.

Next you bare-root your plant. In this case Ashley used a
fig. A er gently shaking away the soil he dunked and 
swished it in plain water and then got the tangles out. 
He examined the root structure and removed any which
were una rac ve or at an angle which precluded 
ge ng them sorted into the tube. He explained that at 
this stage he only worried about the roots as he would 
work on the top of the plant a er the tube stage.

V

When bare-rooting fig make sure you do not have the roots
crossing over and arrange them so they will fit in the tube

He then filled a large pot with normal po ng mix up to 
about ¾ full. He then dropped the tube in the pot. The 
bear rooted fig with organised roots was then dropped 
in from the top of the tube. 

Once this was done the washed DRY sand was pored 
into the tube filling it. Dry sand is important so as not to
get air pockets in the sand. Then the large pot was back 
filled with po ng mix to hold the tube in place.

Ashley works the roots of the plant into the tube
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BONSAI STOCK DEVELOPMENT BONSAI STOCK DEVELOPMENT CONTINUEDCONTINUED

Rapid Fig Stock Development Rapid Fig Stock Development continuedcontinued

Sand must be dry so that you do not create air pockets

A handful of Osmocote was then put at the TOP of the 
tube and a li le was put at soil level. Ashley explained 
that as you water the plant the Osmocote trickles down 
the sand in the tube encouraging the roots to grow. 

You con nue this process for a few months, then you 
REMOVE the fer liser at the top of the tube and put 
more fer liser at the bo om only.  You then allow the 
plant to grow uncontrolled for about one year to 18 
months con nuing with water and a 2-3 of rounds of 
fer liser over the period.

Species that respond well to this method include Port 
Jackson Figs including the Li le Ruby, Willow Leaf Fig 
(Nerifolia), Tiger Bark Fig and Chinese Elms.

A er the 12-18 month period it is me to cut open the 
tube and see what quality roots have developed. If you 
are a er a mul ple aerial root fig and the root quality is 
good, then you use s cks to hold the tree in its elevated
posi on un l the roots thicken further and can support 
the tree on their own. You can then encourage new 
aerial roots that grow from the lower branches by using 
a plas c cup filled with moist soil placing so that the ps
reach the soil in the cup.

Another op on is to use the extended roots to wrap 
around a rock securely and replant the whole rock and 
roots in a large pot for another 18 months to 2 years to 
achieve a strong root over rock style. 

Once the plant is out of the tube and the root style 
chosen, then work on shaping the top of the plant 
begins.

2. Wire to Develop Gnarled Trunks2. Wire to Develop Gnarled Trunks
This technique uses wire embedded in the trunk of 
bonsai stock to cause cambium rollover. While in Japan 
in 2006, Ashley came across Higashi’s bonsai nursery 
where he no ced that heavy wire had been le  on 
many of his trees. Higashi explained that he was able to 
make the tree look more gnarled and older using this 
technique.

Heavily gnarled trunk from embedded wire

This is a li le used technique in both Japan and 
Australia and cannot be used on all trees. Andrew has 
found that the technique works well with Swamp 
Cypress and can create trees with much more interest 
than the standard formal upright style. He noted 
however that this technique will not work with trees 
such as Junipers and Crepe Myrtles where single veins 
feed single branches. You may lose branches where the 
wire cuts off the cambium.

You need to anchor the wire securely to the bo om of 
the pot or around a strong or unwanted root and wrap 
aluminium wire up the trunk. Don’t use copper wire for 
as you will kill the tree.  Ashley generally uses around 2 
– 2.5 gauge and starts with trunks around 2.5 cm 
diameters. It s ll can take 8-9 years before the wire is 
totally covered. However if you use a huge pot or plant 
it in the ground and use a large amount of fer liser you 
can achieve the rollover effect in a couple of years.

Ashley pointed out that if you do this rollover technique
to the trunk you also need to match the branching with 
some scarring. They will also have to be bent and 
gnarled. So just leave the wire on for a bit longer than 
usual. Otherwise you will not have created a single 
image for the tree’s environment.
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SAOTOME DEVELOPMENT BY LEESAOTOME DEVELOPMENT BY LEE
Saotome Development – 15 cm tallSaotome Development – 15 cm tall
BY LEE

In May 2017 I bought a mature saotome azalea that was
about 30 cm high with a lush crown of foliage.  It was a 
typical saotome with too many branches from the main 
trunk but it had more styling possibili es than usual.

A shaggy bush –saotome stock plant – May 2017

It was in a large plas c pot and despite the me of year 
I reduced the root ball to fit a round, flat container 
which allowed it growing room but encouraged the 
roots to grow outwards rather than down.

Close up of no longer shaggy bush

Despite the late season root prune [and I was careful 
and gave it good a ercare] the plant powered on.   
Saotomes are normally fast developers and this plant 
did not disappoint.   Over the winter months I removed 
more branches and as the tree started to shoot in 
spring I reduced the length of the branches… and 
removed some more.

Being an azalea I know I could have reduced the 
branches far more in length but I prefer to wait un l 
there is strong back budding and then cut back to that 
so the tree always has leaves on it.  Also, I was styling 
over winter and felt it safer to allow the tree me to 
develop growth closer to the trunk before removing the
outer growth.

Several months later –
budding is developing 

closer to the trunk

Nine months later and I have a bonsai.   I took yet 
another risk and took it out of the big growing on pot 
and put it in a small bonsai pot and watched it like a 
hawk – especially as I did it around the heatwave in 
Sydney.   The saotome did not turn a leaf.

Bonsai saotome 15 cm tall

It is 15 cm high which makes it a mini but it doesn’t look
like a mini with such a dominant trunk.  There is s ll 
development needed as the tree is three dimensional 
but the back branching needs to extend about 5 cm to 
round the tree out.  

For people who think a bonsai takes years to develop it 
can depend on the star ng stock.   I paid more for this 
stock plant than I will ever recoup but I wanted a thick 
trunk on a very small tree and that’s exactly what I got.  
In the past I have had one saotome that was very slow 
to fill out but that is not typical with this species.   For 
beginners it is very forgiving and shoots back happily 
which makes developing branches rela vely easy.

Working with a tree like the saotome is very rewarding 
as you can get a stock plant to a bonsai in quick me 
while you are working on trees that take a lot longer to 
develop.   
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HIGH DENSITY FOAM FOR ROCK SETTINGHIGH DENSITY FOAM FOR ROCK SETTING
High Density Foam as a starter for a High Density Foam as a starter for a 
rock setting – Bonsai Worldrock setting – Bonsai World
Kimura is one of the most famous Japanese bonsai 
masters. He uses real rock and has well known 
bonsai/penjing se ngs. Rock se ngs are notoriously 
heavy and so some have turned to developing rock 
se ngs out of poly styrene and also high density foam. 
Bonsai World has a figs ands fern “rock se ng” made 
22 years ago out of “polystyrene expanda” foam and 
s ll performing now.

This was made from a couple of polystyrene boxes glued
underneath and then the foam was put over the base.

Ashley showed us one of his current artworks – a 
representa on of a mountain along the lines of one of 
Kimura’s rock mountain plan ngs - and demonstrated 
how to achieve this.

1

2

3

4

1. Ashley’s foam rock art
2 & 3. Cut foam and roughen surface with serrated knife

4. Tech Grip to be mixed with coloured oxide

High density foam comes in 1.2m sheets.  You simply 
get a saw or serrated bread knife and roughen up the 
foam to the shape you want. Next you glue the rough 
cut sec ons together  using “Tech Grip”, Silka 
polyurethane glue for outdoor use. Then you colour the 
glue using a coloured oxide (the oxides used by brickies)
and paint it all over the “rock se ng”. In Ashley’s se ng
he separated individual “mountains” of foam with gaps 
where he will eventually plant the trees.

Now let’s see Kimura in ac on. The first video is Kimura 
making rocks. It shows how the true rocks are carved 
and then once carved how Kimura uses oxides of 
various colours to finish the carving. I am not sure what 
he mixes the oxides in as if it were water then it would 
wash off. Perhaps it is something like Tech Grip. Note 
how the rock is “pre-wired” at strategic points in 
readiness for holding the plan ngs in place.

Video 1: h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AsbgCGLM7jE  Kimura making rocks

The second video shows how Kimura actually uses 
“muck” (mixture of sphagnum moss, clay and 
some mes cow manure) to set the trees in posi on. 
Also note how the wires wrapped around the base of 
the plant secure the larger plan ngs. In the in between 
places sheets of moss cover the “soil”  gaps and connect
the en re composi on. 

Video 2: h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6he4UhPUQYU Kimura plan ng trees in rock

Left: Rock by Kimura ready for planting
Right: A bench of rock plantings at Kimura’s nursery
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 CARVING LARGE TREES & EVENTS CALENDAR CARVING LARGE TREES & EVENTS CALENDAR

What to do with sawn off garden figWhat to do with sawn off garden fig
Bonsai World gets a number of donated trees where 
people have cut off old trees down to 40 to 50 mm and 
there is no taper at all despite some regrowth appearing
along the trunk. These trees can be reclaimed with the 
right tools. 

Using an olive as a typical example, Ashley explained 
that if we were to try to carve this hard wood with a  
“Dremmel” then it would be around 36 hours of actual 
work and it is likely that the Dremmel would have burnt 
out before you finished.

Ashley showed us a bo om of the line long nose Die 
Grinder (Makita) able to be purchased from Sydney 
Tools on line for about $88. This is much more powerful 
running at 33 thousand rpms -too high for control when 
carving wood. So you will also need a speed control for 
motors which adjusts the voltage coming from the 
powerpoint. You can get this addi onal required item 
for around $20 at a hardware store such as Bunnings. By
running the die grinder with the speed control at 
around 140V you can make the grinder run at about 20 
thousand rpm – much safer op on for your task.

5 minutes using die grinder – so much more efficient than
Dremmel

Lastly you need to really outlay for a quality head. You 
can buy these in Australia but also check out bonsai 
carving specialists such as “Kaisen” or “Bonsai Nibbler”. 
These heads are pricey but will last for ages. You just 
clean with a wire brush or soak in methylated spirits. (if 
you are searching for the correct head, just contact 
Bonsai World for advice).

Before star ng, safety is paramount – make sure you 
are in a clear space, you wear goggles and you hold the 
Die Grinder firmly at all mes. Turn off the power if you 
change die heads.

Carving can get rid of reverse tapers and bring 
movement into the tree. You also need to bring 
movement into the tree so in order to achieve a 3-D 
effect by introducing shadowing into the carving you 
will need to use some smaller sized heads.

It is a good idea to have a plan of what you want to 
achieve with your carving. Ashley uses a black Texta to 
mark where he wants to carve. Other people use a 
sharp gouging hood to scratch out an outline of the 
carving route.

Example of completed carving

Bonsai Events CalendarBonsai Events Calendar

Date Event Details 

11 March 2018 AusBonsai Market  Community Picnic Area, Kileen St. Auburn  

19 -25 March 
2018

NBPCA Bonsai Week 2018 Na onal Bonsai & Penjing Collec on Australia, Na onal 
Arboretum Canberra. 

20-23 April 
2018

 “Bonsai by the Beach”  Wauchope Bonsai Workshop Group  2 Thomson Place Bonny 
Hills .N.S.W. 

9-10 June 2018 “Bonsai by the Harbour” Sydney C of E Grammar School of rowing facility Wharf Rd. 
Gladesville. 

20-23 July 2018 31st Australian Na onal Bonsai 
Conven on – Bonsai Exposed

Mantra Bell City, Melbourne. h p://www.aabcltd.org/next-
conven on/


